Two algorithms are presented for performing a Fast Fourier Transform on a vector computer and are compared on the Control Data Corporation STAR-100.
aR such that aR : / -► i, and /' is the integer obtained by reversing the binary representation of /. In this case a bit reversal permutation is performed after the FFT has been applied to the data. It is, however, possible to maintain the natural ordering throughout the algorithm at the expense of requiring an extra storage array.
This paper considers the implementation of the FFT on a vector computer. The STAR-100 is used as the model. The requirement for efficient computation on a vector computer (see Section 2) is such that existing programs to perform the FFT cannot be used in their usual form. Two algorithms are presented. One is an adaptation and extension of an algorithm proposed by Pease [2] for transforming a single data set on a parallel computer which he describes. The other algorithm is a variant of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm specifically designed for the case when one désires to transform M independent sets of data. Section 2 describes the characteristics of the STAR-100 computer and gives the timing for the pertinent vector instructions. Section 3 discusses the timing considerations with regard to the calculation of the FFT. The implementation based on Pease's algorithm is presented in Section 4. The algorithm designed for many transforms is described in Section 5. Timing comparisons on the STAR-100 are given in Section 6, and Section 7 contains concluding remarks.
II. Timing Considerations for the STAR-100. A vector pipeline computer such as the Control Data Corporation STAR-100 obtains its computational advantage over conventional computers when it is required to perform some arithmetical or logical operation on a vector; that is, a large set of data stored consecutively in memory. When any central processing unit performs an arithmetic operation on a pair of source operands, numerous subtasks such as exponent comparison, coefficient alignment, normalization, etc., must be carried out. On a vector computer, these subtasks are performed in an assembly line fashion on the vectors of source operands. Each segment of the pipeline performs its particular subtask on one operand pair, passes the result to the next segment, and receives the next pair of operands from the segment preceding it. The overall effect is that there is a fairly substantial time to complete the first result, called startup or prime time, but each succeeding result quickly follows since it is only one segment behind. The time to complete a vector operation on vectors of length N is given by T= p + TN, where p is the prime time (minor cycles),
T is the result rate (minor cycles/result),
T is the total time (minor cycles).
The values for p and T depend upon the particular vector instruction involved. Some of the more frequently used operations are listed in Table 1 . The value for T is exact whereas the value for p is a lower bound. The STAR-100 minor cycle time is 40 nanoseconds.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Equation (2.1) shows that the overall result rate (T/N) decreases from approximately p cycles/result when N is small to T cycles/result when N is very large. It is apparent, therefore, that the most efficient use of STAR occurs when N is large. However, not every algorithm expresses its computation so that it naturally involves long vector operations. Frequently, it is possible to modify an existing algorithm, which is efficient on conventional computers, in such a way that long vector operations can be used on STAR. However, sometimes it may be necessary to use an alternate or even a new algorithm which is not as efficient on a conventional computer as the algorithm it replaces but which does allow for long vector operations. The added complexity of the vector algorithm may degrade it to the point that the less complex algorithm, even with its short vector lengths, can outperform it for some problem sizes. The two algorithms discussed here exhibit these characteristics to a degree.
III. Timing Considerations for the Fast Fourier Transform. The class of algorithms we will consider for implementing the FFT consists of factoring /V into factors rx, r2, . . . , r and performing q passes over the data (for base 2 algorithms q = log2 N).
Each of the q steps requires K¡N operations, where K¡ depends on r¡ and on the algorithm selected.
For a scalar machine the time for an algorithm of the type just described can be expressed as
where T¡ is the time required to perform the K¡ operations at the /th step and the 5-are startup times-S0 for the subroutine call and S¡, i > 0, for loop initializations.
Typically ■_■. and T¡ are the same order of magnitude so that we can approximate the timing for N> 1 as
Finding a good algorithm means minimizing the above sum and since the T¡ are monotonic functions of K¡, this means minimizing the number of operations. Table I . This is primarily due to the scalar code which is generated by the compiler to describe the length and address of the vectors involved. The additional scalar time can be thought of as an increase in the priming time. The efficiency increases with the length of the vectors since the priming time is amortized over a large number. Efficiency is a guide for selecting a good vector algorithm, but the total amount of computation involved must also be considered. For example, if algorithm A has longer vectors than does algorithm B but also requires more total computation than algorithm B, then the latter algorithm becomes relatively more efficient as N, the size of the problem (and vector lengths), increases. There typically is some value NQ, of TV, for which algorithm A is superior for N <NQ and inferior for N> NQ. In fact, as pointed out in Lambiótte and Voigt [3] , there are examples of parallel algorithms which, in an effort to maximize vector lengths, require a higher order of computation than the serial algorithms they replace. For large enough N, such a parallel algorithm is inferior even to a scalar implementation of the serial algorithm it replaced.
For a single FFT of size N we can express the execution time as where S¡ are times consisting of scalar and priming times and T, are rate times. We consider only algorithms for which S3 = 0, since virtually any known FFT algorithm can be coded that way. We also assume S0 = 0 so that
For N very large, the last term will dominate but for the range of N usually considered, 32 <N < 50,000, the other terms can be important also. The Pease algorithm, discussed in the next section, has O(q) vector operations of length N. Thus, 5, reflects the priming times and is large while S2 reflects a modest amount of scalar computation and is effectively zero. However, the requirement of the STAR-100 that vectors be in contiguous locations requires the use of vector compresses and merges. These and other extra operations increase the value of the T¡. The classical algorithms (CooleyTukey and Sande variants) can be programmed with average vector length log2 N (that is, S2 is large and 5, is effectively zero) and as a result are inefficient for /V in the range of practical interest. However, there is no need to compress or expand data sets so the T¡ are smaller than in the Pease implementation.
In the majority of applications for which vector computers are appropriate, M independent transforms of size N can be taken simultaneously. If the data is stored so that the M corresponding data elements are in contiguous locations, then any scalar algorithm could be encoded using vector operations of length M in place of the corresponding scalar operations. In this case, the average vector length is M, and an algorithm which minimizes the values of T¡ can be chosen. The timing for such an algor- 
For simplicity in notation, F(N, -1) = I(N). Also, P(N) is a permutation matrix which performs a perfect shuffle of the upper and lower halves of the vector on which it operates. Formally, the permutation a , which P(N) represents, is defined as ap:
We note for later use that P(N)~1 = PT(N) and aj is defined by oj: j -► i where
4.1. Vector Implementation of the Factorization. We consider the implementation of (4.1) and (4.2) on the STAR-100 computer. The reference to system size, N, will be dropped for convenience until later, ß will refer to a vector with complex components ß0,ßx, . . . , ßN_x-(a) Formation of Pß. As has been shown previously in Lambiotte and Voigt [3] , this operation can be performed easily on STAR using the MERGE instruction on the We note that Q(\, N) = P(N). For later use, we observe that Q~1(2k, N)a is a vector composed first of all the odd groups of size 2k from a, followed by all the even groups.
On STAR this can be implemented by a COMPRESS with the bit pattern just described to obtain the odd groups followed by another COMPRESS using the logical "not" of that bit pattern to obtain the even groups.
With Q(2k, N) defined, the following theorem can be proved:
Theorem. The bit reversal permutation X = RY can be expressed as V. Vector Implementation of the Stockham Algorithm. As discussed in Section 3, a straightforward implementation of a standard FFT algorithm on a vector computer would yield vectors with average length only log2 A and, thus, be less efficient than the Pease algorithm discussed in Section 4. However, many scientific applications require the computation of more than one transform of size A. In this section a theorem is proved which indicates that M independent transforms can be computed with vectors of average length M log2 A. The particular algorithm discussed in this section avoids the time consuming bit reversal at the expense of extra storage. This idea has been attributed to Stockham in a paper by Cochran et al. [4] .
The key to generating an efficient algorithm is contained in the following theorem. If we total the number of operations required to evaluate the expressions (5.5),
we find that for each value of p, r, -1 complex vector additions and r, -1 vector multiplications are needed. Summing up over the q steps we find that a total of (5-6) ¿ /,(/, -1) are required. For A = d* this yields approximately Na operations. However, certain symmetries of the sines and cosines can be exploited to decrease the number of multiplications as described by Bergland [5] . For r= = 2, half of the multiplications can be eliminated, while for r-= 4 only 3/8 of the multiplications need be performed. Additional multiplications can be eliminated at the first step when r. = 2 and the first two steps when rx = r2 = 2 since the required powers of W are ± 1 and ±i. Multiplication of a complex vector by a complex scalar can be implemented with little overhead on the STAR-100 computer. Let ex = a + ib be a complex scalar and let F be a complex vector of length L stored with real and imaginary parts alternating.
To compute the complex vector cxF do the following:
1. Compute aF and bF. (Two vector multiplications of length 2L.) 2. Subtract even elements of bF from odd elements of aF to form Re(aF).
(Vector subtract of length 2L using a control vector.) 3. Add odd elements of bF to even elements of aF to form Img (cvF). (Vector add of length 2L using a control vector.)
The total number of cycles for this multiply, obtained from the timings in Section 2, is 460 + 6L. Since four multiplies and two additions are required for each complex multiply the time would be at least 5L cycles even if vectors were not required to be contiguous.
For A = 2q we have 2A vector adds and A complex vector multiplies. Since the average length complex vector is qM/2, the timing in cycles can be approximated by (5.7) T= 620 A + 4 ¿/MA.
The coefficient of A is a lower bound and can be expected to be significantly higher in practice. The 4 in (5.7) is an upper bound since fewer multiplications are performed the first two steps of the process. The permutation or reverse binary ordering can be eliminated if a second array is used. At each of the q steps the array is moved from one array to the other in such a way that natural ordering is preserved at each step. This idea has been attributed to Stockham in a paper by Cochran et al. [4] . This investigation has also brought about the realization that even on a serial computer there are advantages to computing the M transforms in one pass through the subroutine. The overhead activity associated with each entry into an FFT subroutine is'significant and needs to be done only once when all M transforms are performed in one call. The results of this approach on a CDC 6600 are presented in Section 6. Table II is not extended beyond M = 30 since by that time the average time per transform for the Pease algorithm is essentially at its minimum and little could be gained from choosing M larger. For instance, Table II shows that the time for A = 128 and M = 30 is only 1.1 times faster than doing the transforms in three groups of M = 10. Several entries have been omitted from Table III because for those size problems, paging results and the I/O time dominates the CPU time.
The average time per transform for the Stockham algorithm is plotted in Figure  2 . The plot indicates that the most dramatic improvements come from increases in M when M is small. In fact, when M reaches 30 to 40 the startups have been sufficiently amortized so that the method is efficient although important gains are still made as M increases.
A similar plot is contained in Figure 3 for an unvectorized version of this algorithm on the CDC-6600. It shows that the advantage of an implementation based on the theorem in Section 5 carries over to a serial computer. In fact, the overhead of the first transform, approximately 50%, can be spread over the M transforms bringing down the average time per transform significantly. The asymptotic value is reached more quickly on the 6600 than on the STAR-100 since the overhead contribution on the serial computer is not as significant as the priming time contribution on the vector computer. The serial program was coded in FORTRAN and compiled using the FTN optimizing compiler. VII. Concluding Remarks. Two algorithms have been presented for performing the complex FFT on the STAR-100. The Pease algorithm is most attractive for a single large transform whereas the Stockham algorithm can be as much as four times faster when many independent transforms are to be computed. In this paper the Pease algorithm is extended to perform M transforms but the gain from increasing the vector lengths from A to MN is not as important as in the Stockham algorithm where the extended algorithm increases the vector lengths from log2 A to M log2 A.
The implementation of the Stockham algorithm is based on a theorem in Section 5. This report shows that a similar implementation on a serial computer can cut running time by nearly a factor of two when twenty or more transforms are required.
It is evident that it is desirable to use the Stockham algorithm when many independent transforms are required as might occur, for instance, in finite difference solutions to partial differential equations where each column of grid data must be transformed. In such a case, the data should be stored consecutively by rows of the grid.
